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CHLOE T. BARLOW’S

THE GATEWAY TO LOVE SERIES

Praise for THREE RIVERS:
"A richly nuanced—and smolderingly clever—book about letting love shine in places where the
past feels bigger than it needs to be. The cast of side characters range from quirky to
mysterious, lending tremendous authenticity and depth to a romantic story that is so much
more. A one-click must read!"
—Julia Kent, Top Ten New York Times and USA Today bestselling author
Praise for CITY OF CHAMPIONS:
“[Chloe T. Barlow’s] sensitivity to people’s pain is what makes her books click with readers.”
—Pittsburgh Post-Gazette
Chloe T. Barlow has captivated thousands of devoted readers with her beautifully written and
seductively steamy THE GATEWAY TO LOVE SERIES. Full of passion and romance, and
oftentimes heart-wrenching, these breathless reads catapult you into the lives of realistic
complicated characters struggling with great tragedies, matters of the heart, emotional
obstacles, and last but thankfully not least, powerful sexy temptations. Set in Pittsburgh’s
dramatic landscape of rushing rivers, steep iron hills, and bustling streets, the city is home to the
interweaving stories of Althea, Jenna, Claudia, and Aubrey—charismatic striking women you
would wish to befriend! With over 15,000 copies sold, these exciting yet insightful stories full of
desire and hope remind us that there is always potential for adventure and love in our everyday
lives.
In her stunning debut THREE RIVERS (March 2014), Barlow introduces us to the sensitive yet
tough Althea who is imprisoned in grief at twenty-four after her husband’s sudden death.
Convinced her heart died along with him, she refuses to allow herself to love again and spends
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her days honoring his memory by clinging to her legal career he helped her build and to the
remaining pieces linking them together.
And then there’s Griffen who has been running from his past. Despite success as an author and
investigative journalist, he’s been traveling through life on autopilot. For a decade, he’s chosen
perilous adventures and meaningless sex over the danger of any attachments. When he finally
returns home to Pittsburgh, he’s slammed by the awakened memories and regret he’s spent
years trying to escape.
A chance encounter brings them together. Their instant desire for each other—and the bond
they discover between them—shocks them both. Despite her best efforts, Althea can’t resist
Griffen’s charm or his intriguing proposition—if she agrees to a no-strings affair with him for the
two weeks he’s in town, he swears he’ll walk away when their time is up. Assured she can test
the waters of a new life while keeping her vow never to betray her husband’s memory by
opening her heart to another, Althea throws herself into the escape Griffen provides her.
However, their perfect plans go awry when the intensity of their connection overwhelms them
both.

Will they risk it all on the chance of something great together . . . or will the power of their
secrets and guilt tear them apart?
In CITY OF CHAMPIONS (November 2014), we learn more about Althea’s best friend Jenna
Sutherland, the gorgeous and smart doctor who always plays by the rules. Tragedy and betrayal
taught Jenna early on that her safest bet was to fiercely avoid any risk, whether it is in work, life,
or love. Now a respected orthopedic surgical resident on the cusp of finally breaking through in
her career, she's more guarded than ever.
When injured NFL quarterback Wyatt McCoy bulldozes into her life there's no denying he's
cocky, selfish, and downright dangerous—everything Jenna's sworn she doesn't want. Suddenly
the levelheaded doctor finds herself facing down her greatest fear, and she’s tempted to gamble
all she’s fought so hard to build. The two embark on an intense holiday love affair that quickly
teeters on obsession, and tempts them both to think they could go all-in on a real future
together. Yet Wyatt’s desperation to stay on the field—and out of the operating room—lures
him to take dangerous risks with Jenna’s trust.

Will they win at love or lose everything—including their fragile chance at happiness?
SHANGHAI WIND (February 2015) is a special novella in THE GATEWAY TO LOVE SERIES that
was featured in the limited-time Pink Shades of Words anthology, a collaboration of 18 neverbefore-seen short stories from bestselling romance authors that benefits the Avon Walk for
Breast Cancer. For this story, we head to China for an enticing and searing tale of broken hearts
hoping to mend.
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Colin has broken every promise he’s ever made, but what hurts him the most is the harsh
memory of the way in which he abandoned the only girl for which he’d ever truly cared. After a
summer romance in Shanghai with his host family’s daughter, Feng Huang, he begged her to
join him in America, only to fail her when she finally sacrificed everything for their future
together.
Shanghai-born Feng Huang has spent the last six years trying to get over Colin. Now beloved by
the world as a famous pop star, she's moved on with a wealthy Chinese-American entrepreneur.
When Colin appears in front of her at her boyfriend’s gala celebrating her return to Shanghai,
she is overcome by the pain and love that still linger inside her at the mere sight of him.
However, when the sinister elements that have thrust them back into each other’s orbit reveal
themselves, it will threaten more than just their precious second opportunity at love.

Will their stolen night together bring them the future of their dreams, or will Colin betray her
love yet again?
Quickly becoming a favorite in the contemporary romance genre, Barlow regularly travels the
country meeting and speaking with readers. She also actively communicates with fans on social
media and has amassed a large following of devotees who call themselves “Chloe’s Crew.” With
three more gripping books to follow, THE GATEWAY TO LOVE SERIES will continue to enthrall
readers with stories of love, loss, friendship, redemption, and temptation.

CHLOE T. BARLOW is a contemporary romance novelist living in
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, with her husband and their sweet dog. She is a
native Washingtonian that graduated Duke University with a degree in
English and Chinese language. She met her husband at Duke and he
brought her to Pittsburgh over a decade ago, which she has loved ever
since and made her adopted hometown. She also attended the University
of Pittsburgh Law School where she continued to be a book-loving nerd.
Chloe has always loved writing and cherishes the opportunity to craft her
novels and share them with the world. When Chloe isn’t writing, she
spends her time exploring Pittsburgh with her husband and friends.

THE GATEWAY TO LOVE SERIES is available wherever books are sold (print and digital formats):
Amazon, Barnes & Noble, Kobo, iTunes, and a local bookstore upon request
For more information, fun links, newsletter updates, and book soundtracks, visit:
www.ChloeTBarlow.com
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